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Introduction
Digital transformation is part of the business strategy of all
social housing providers and has been for several years.
Increasingly, cloud computing is becoming a key driver and enabler of digital
transformation.
Housing providers which have previously migrated operations to the cloud
have, in responding to the COVID-19 epidemic, made the transition to
remote working and digital service delivery more easily and effectively.
This guide is the first in-depth analysis of cloud computing produced
for social housing and it written for housing association and ALMO
Chief Executives, local authority housing directors and their respective
management teams and Boards.
The objective of the guide is to enable housing sector business leaders to
have a clear understanding of cloud computing – enough to enable them to
engage with IT colleagues and cloud suppliers and ensure that their
business develops a strategy in respect of the cloud.
This guide sets out to meet that challenge by explaining the potential of the
cloud, the business case for adopting it, its costs and risks, cultural barriers
to overcome and where to get support for the change process.
The guide is being launched on a serialised basis due to its length and
depth. The full document will be released at the end of the serialisation.
In this first part of the guide, we define the key pillars of cloud computing and
then deep dive into the business case for cloud migration, with a focus on
objective planning, total cost of ownership analysis and testing assumptions.
To make the report easy to read, technical jargon has been kept to a
minimum.
The key theme of this guide is that the growth of cloud computing is
inevitable and housing providers need to consider the opportunities that it
brings to the sector.

Ross Fraser,
Director of Research, Disruptive Innovators Network
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1. The future:

digital transformation and cloud computing

1.1 Digital transformation and disruption
Few, if any, business sectors are untouched by digital
transformation. Most organisations are increasing
spend on IT with a view to growing the proportion
of business operations delivered digitally.

The Forum goes on to say that, following
digital transformation, there will be three
types of jobs, categorised by the percentage
of codifiable tasks within the role:

The global research and advisory firm Forrester
describe digital transformation as follows:

X those that will disappear (lost the race against the
machine). For example, clerks and administrative staff

Digital transformation is not just about technology. It’s
the necessary but challenging journey of operating
digital-first with the speed and nimbleness to change
rapidly, exploit technology to create lean operations,
and free people to do more complex tasks.

X those that are in collaboration with machines/
algorithms (run with the machine). For example,
those professions that rely on cognitive and
social capabilities, such as doctors/surgeons

In other words, the true challenge of digital
transformation is not the digitisation of existing processes
but a whole transformation of business operations.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) states1 that:
Digital transformation is having a wide-ranging
impact on the business environment, creating both
opportunities and challenges. Inter-related trends such
as e-commerce, big data, machine learning and artificial
intelligence (AI), and the Internet of Things (IoT) could
lead to large productivity gains for the economy.
Disruption to existing business and social
models, as well as established markets, will
disrupt the lives of millions of citizens.

Digital transformation and
the future of work
The World Economic Forum states2 that:
X digitalisation could create up to 6
million jobs worldwide by 2025
X elsewhere, automation will displace many human
beings. Current estimates of global job losses due to
digitalisation range from 2 million to 2 billion by 2030

1
2

X those jobs that are completely new or remain largely
untouched (running faster than the machine or
running a different race). For example, roles in the
creative arts are unlikely to be automated soon
The World Economic Forum concludes that:
X there will be both winners and losers –while the
net impact on jobs in some industries could be
positive, many sectors will experience job losses
X a big premium rests on the near-term ability of
businesses to upskill employees and shape the
next generation of talent for the machine age”

Environmental sustainability
The World Economic Forum predicts that, in
theory, “digital initiatives in the industries we have
examined could deliver an estimated 26 billion
tonnes of net avoided CO2 emissions from 2016 to
2025. This is almost equivalent to the CO2 emitted
by all of Europe across that time period.”
However, the Forum is cautious about whether this
impact will be achieved, stating that “ensuring this
potential value can be realised and scaled means
overcoming hurdles relating to the acceptance of new,
circular business models, customer adoption and the
environmental impact of digital technology itself.”

http://www.oecd.org/sti/ind/digital-transformation-business-sector-summary.pdf
https://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/understanding-the-impact-of-digitalization-on-society
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1.2 The advance of cloud

A key enabler of the digital revolution is cloud computing.
The term 'cloud computing' refers to the on-demand delivery of IT
resources via the Internet with pay-as-you-go pricing. Instead of
buying, owning, and maintaining your own data centres and
servers, organisations can acquire technology such as compute
power, storage, databases, and other services on an as-needed
basis. It is similar to how consumers flip a switch to turn on the
lights in their home, and the power company sends electricity.
With cloud computing, providers such as AWS manage and
maintain the infrastructure in a secure environment and
businesses access these resources via the Internet to develop
and run their applications.

Capacity can grow or shrink instantly and businesses
only pay for what they use. Cloud computing usage is
set to increase exponentially in business over the
coming years. Research andadvisory firm Gartner
predict that worldwide, the public cloud service market
will grow from £140 billion in 2018 to £254 billion in
2022, attaining a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 12.6%.
The cloud service provider market leaders are Amazon
Web Services (AWS), Google, Microsoft Azure - often
referred to as the hyperscalers.

Fig 1 - Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a Service, Worldwide3
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There is a secondary market in support services:
X cloud providers and partner managed service
providers, like Rackspace, which offer support
services which guide organisations through
the design, decision-making, implementation

and future use of cloud services
X technology development partners build solutions
in a cloud provider’s environment. These solutions
can cover hardware, connectivity and applications

Figure 2 – Magic Quadrant for Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and Managed
Services, Worldwide4
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By working with accredited managed service
and technical partners, cloud providers expand
sales channels and stimulate new uses for
their products without getting entangled
in client deployment and delivery.
Most businesses will already be consuming cloud-related
IT services. For example, Microsoft Office 365 and
most of the recently developed customer relationship
management systems (CRMs) and Customer Access
Platforms (CAP’s) operate within the cloud. Most
applications accessed on mobile devices (such as
Google or Facebook) are delivered from the cloud.
Businesses are likely to be drawn further into the cloud
in future, through the increased development of ‘cloudnative’ applications - new business applications designed
within a specific cloud environment. For example, Office
365 is accessed via the Microsoft Cloud. Sagemaker
and its AI capability is accessed via the AWS cloud.

The growth in cloud computing is based on
a series of end-user business benefits:
X pay as you go - sold on demand, typically via a
specific time period, usually by the hour, the minute
or (in the case of AWS) by the second. Charges
cover CPUs consumed, data transferred and so on.
X elasticity - organisations can buy as much
or as little of a service as they want at
any given time and for any duration
X enhanced data security - improved ability to meet
core security and compliance requirements, such
as data locality, protection, and confidentiality
with comprehensive services and features
X improved business continuity – serverless
computing in the public cloud enables the
development of ‘self-healing’ applications

Cloud providers contend that, as a result,
businesses can achieve:
X increased agility to respond to changes
in the operating environment
X improved service delivery experience
for staff and customers
X reduced IT and operational costs
Businesses may wish to follow the lead of UK
government and its Government Digital Service (GDS)
and adopt a ‘Cloud First’ policy. ‘Cloud First’ means
that organisations should evaluate cloud solutions first
before considering any other option. Organisations are
free to use other options but need to demonstrate that
alternatives offer the right levels of security, flexibility
and value for money. Since adoption in 2013, many
government technology strategies have been directly
built on a Cloud First approach, including the Ministry
of Justice, the Department of International Development
and the Department of Health and Social Care. The
latter is particularly significant, as it mandates the NHS
to follow the Government’s lead whilst allowing NHS
organisations to adopt compliant technology that suits
local needs and reflects the nuances of local healthcare
delivery.
In 2012, the UK Government developed G-Cloud,
an initiative targeted at easing procurement by
public-sector bodies of commodity information
technology services that use cloud computing.
Housing associations, although independent and not
public sector, can procure through G Cloud. For more
detail on GCloud, see Chapter 6 when serialised.

X flexibility - regarding the hosting or outsourcing of
IT assets and their deployment or management
X agility – quick, easy and cheap to
experiment with and deploy business
applications in a cloud environment
X automatic platform upgrades – cloud users
gain the benefits of automatic upgrades and
improvements to the platform without having
to invest time in doing this work themselves
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1.3 What is cloud computing?
Cloud service models
Cloud providers – directly or via technology partners - offer three cloud
service models which can be deployed individually or together.

IaaS (infrastructure as a service)
The cloud provider enables businesses to provision processing, storage, networks
and other fundamental computing tasks - within a cloud environment owned,
managed and operated by the cloud provider. The business retains control over its
operating systems, storage and deployed applications.
The cloud environment is located in cloud provider data centres using virtual
machines – software that runs an operating system or application environment, just
as physical hardware would.
IT staff no longer need to manage and maintain the underlying physical
infrastructure (usually hardware as operating systems are still managed by the client
under IaaS) which allows them to focus on the management and deployment of
their applications.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service

IaaS

The cloud services for data storage
disks, networking hardware and
virtualisation servers
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PaaS (platform as a service)
The cloud provider’s offer goes further than IaaS by:
X including middleware (software that acts as a bridge between an operating
system or database and applications, especially on a network), development
tools, business intelligence services, database management systems etc
X enabling businesses to deploy and operate applications that they
create themselves - provided that the business uses programming
languages and tools supported by the cloud provider
As with IaaS, the cloud provider owns, manages and controls the underlying
cloud infrastructure including network, servers and storage. Unlike IaaS,
the cloud provider also manages and controls the operating systems.
PaaS is likely to be of interest to businesses that want to
develop their own cloud-based applications in future.

Development
Platform

Database

PaaS
Platform-as-a-Service

The cloud services for operating system,
program execution and development
environment, databases and web server

Operating Systems
Middleware
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SaaS (software as a service)
Cloud providers, directly or via their technology partners, offer a complete
software product (usually an end-user application) which they run and manage.
As noted, applications offered in a specific cloud environment are known as
‘cloud native’.
Where the business uses applications provided by the cloud provider or its
technical partners, it no longer needs to manage software maintenance, patching
or any other ‘heavy lifting’ involved in running applications. The business only
needs to think about how it will use that software.
SaaS is already having an impact on the social housing sector and this is likely
to increase where legacy housing and asset management system providers
repackage their offering as a SaaS product.

Software-as-a-Service

Includes packaged software
applications accessed
by client business

SaaS
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Distribution of management responsibilities
The distribution of management responsibility between the client business and the cloud and/or
managed services provider varies by cloud service model and can be summarised as follows.

On-Premises

laaS

PaaS

Saas

Infrastructure as a Service

Platform as a Service

Software as a Service

Applications

Applications

Applications

Applications

Data

Data

Data

Data

Runtime

Runtime

Runtime

Runtime

Middleware

Middleware

Middleware

Middleware

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

Virtualization

Virtualization

Virtualization

Virtualization

Servers

Servers

Servers

Servers

Storage

Storage

Storage

Storage

Networking

Networking

Networking

Networking

You Manage

Other Manages
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Cloud deployment models
Cloud providers offer different cloud deployment models.

Private cloud
Cloud infrastructure is provided for exclusive use by a single organisation. The private
cloud may be owned and operated on premise by the client business or hosted
by a managed service provider, such as Rackspace, within its own data centre.

Public cloud
The cloud infrastructure is provided for open use by the general public, including
businesses, and is owned by the cloud provider and operates from its data centre.
The cloud provider, for example AWS, distributes data storage over a number
of data centres and client businesses share servers and storage capacity with
security being underpinned by firewalls. Businesses access cloud services
using a web browser and/or application programming interfaces (API’s)

Hybrid cloud
The cloud infrastructure is a composed of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures
(public or private) that remain unique entities but are bound together by
technology that enables data and application portability between them.

ud

Hy

id
br

o
Cl

Public
Cloud
Off-premise at cloud
provider facility

Virtual
Private Cloud

Private Cloud

Off-premise at managed
service provider facility

Hy
b

rid

Cl
o

ud

Private Cloud

Enterprise Network
(Internal Data Centers/
Facilities)

Off-premise at client
business facility

Hybrid cloud can also mean the combination of public and private
clouds with an existing on-premises non-cloud environment.
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2. Cloud business case: meeting objectives
Any business will require a solid business case before adopting the cloud. The first step is to assess
how cloud adoption can help it meet its key objectives – in a format akin to the following generic sector
cloud benefit assessment developed specifically for this guide.

2.1 Social housing cloud benefit assessment
Cloud
benefits
Reduced
cost

How delivered
» Rent not buy –
no up-front capital costs
» Pay as you go
» Eliminate hardware and
data centre management

Business impact
» Better IT VFM
» Resources available to
spend on other activity

Business application
» Channel savings into surplus or
additional activity
» Invest in exploring and testing
innovative cloud capabilities

» Minimise IT servicing roles » Leaner, more specialised » Redeploy IT staff into cloud
and up-skilled IT function
management and developing
» Automation of routine
new business solutions
admin tasks
Increased
» Redeploy admin staff into new
efficiency » Increased capacity for
customer-facing roles
value added work
» Reduce overall staffing levels if
required
» Shared responsibility with » Greater business
cloud provider
assurance
» Cloud data centres staffed » Reduced downtime and
Improved
by experienced specialist
faster recovery at lower
security,
security analysts
cost
resilience » Cloud providers have
» Few businesses will
and
capacity and agility to
be able to afford to
continuity
keep pace with newer
maintain an equivalent
security technology and
team of cybersecurity
with the level of patch
professionals
updates

Enhanced
business
flexibility

» Elasticity - matching
supply to demand

» Outsourcing of security,
resilience and continuity
releases staff and budgets for
other activity
» Business continuity testing is
quicker, easier and more reliable
where Disaster Recovery is a
cloud provider service capability

» Flexibility can help meet » Better manage peak demand
peaks in demand
resulting from seasonal or
legislative business triggers e.g:
» Businesses can easily test
Annual rent statements
•
out new approaches and
scale them up
• Responsive maintenance in
adverse weather

» Easy experimentation
» Wider access to
new technological
» Access to eco system
developments
of cloud application
developers
» Greater agility in
responding to changes in
Greater » Fast release of new
operating environment
agility and
applications and services
» Greater meaningful
innovation » Future technical
engagement with
developments may only be
customers
available in the cloud
» Speed of change
enhanced

» Experiment with AI, robotics,
Big Data etc with minimum
cost, procurement difficulty or
business disruption
» Fast release of new applications
- e.g. for managing and reporting
on health and safety
» Easier to engage customers in
service co-creation
» Easier to develop ‘in house’
applications
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2.2 Potential for reduced cost
Cloud adoption can reduce IT infrastructure and applications
costs as follows.
Infrastructure savings:
X businesses only pay for the IT resources that they
use
X cost of managing on-premises servers, data
centres etc is removed
X cost of hardware renewal is eliminated - along
with the associated management costs and risks
X power costs fall (often significantly) via elimination
of on-premises infrastructure

Once a business is in the cloud, financial risk mainly
relates to the variable nature of operating costs.
There are several ways to keep cloud costs in check,
including conducting better financial analytics and
reporting and automating policies for governance.
Businesses should use the tools provided by the
cloud service provider or managed services provider,
or both. Additionally, as we shall see in Chapters 3
and 4, good planning and governance is essential to
control costs and optimise savings.

X infrastructure support costs fall as legacy systems
are retired

Application savings:
X consolidation of existing applications – where
duplicate applications exist as a result of housing
association mergers etc
X retirement of barely-used applications identified
in preparation for ‘cloud readiness’ – saving on the
cost of licenses and dedicated servers
X elimination of cost of manual upgrades to
applications
The extent of these savings will depend, in part,
on how many workloads are migrated to the cloud.
Savings will be reduced by the cost of aligning cloudbased applications and non-cloud legacy systems.
Savings will also reduce if legacy core-business
applications like housing and asset management
systems cannot be moved to the cloud, as that means
that only part of the infrastructure can be reduced, or
the data centre can’t be shut down. However, most
legacy system providers now support virtualisation
of their applications, so this problem is becoming
less significant over time.
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2.3 Potential for increased productivity
By eliminating the tasks of maintaining
and managing infrastructure and updating
applications, businesses can create a leaner
IT function. The cloud also supports the
enhanced automation of routine admin
tasks across the whole of the business.

The extent of increased productivity will depend on:

Staff previously involved in these areas can be
redeployed to focus on delivering value-added
work that safeguard the business or enhances its
commercial opportunities.

X whether the business wants to ‘cash in’ on role or
task elimination by making actual redundancies
or whether it wants to minimise real redundancies
via re-skilling and redeployment

X how many workloads a business
migrates to the cloud
X the willingness of business to adopt cloud
practices across all areas, not just in IT

X the effectiveness of the reskilling programme

2.4 Potential for enhanced data
security and business continuity
Resilience is defined as maintaining operations
in the light of unexpected events. Few if any
businesses are willing to pay for 100% resilience
(even if this were technically available). The key
focus is on how quickly systems can be restored to
operational capability.

Risk is managed through the cloud provider hosting
and managing data over multiple availability spaces in
a region – often, but not always, a country. Resilience
is impressively high in the cloud.
The cloud can be used as a disaster recovery
capability. Backup and service continuity is
maintained whilst removing the need for redundant
infrastructure on-site.

2.5 Potential for improved
business flexibility
Cloud provision is based on actual demand, allowing
organisations to scale up/down the services they
need (automatically if required) for business peaks/
troughs and only pay for what they consume.
This is known as ‘cloud elasticity’.

For housing providers, this flexibility can help meet
peaks in demand (e.g. annual rent statements and
responsive maintenance response to adverse weather
conditions) or new regulatory requirements (e.g.
health and safety). Businesses can test out new
approaches and scale them up with no restrictions
other than their ability to pay for the work.
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2.6 Potential for greater agility
and innovation
Cloud computing can help businesses accelerate
the release cycle for new services. This is
important because CEOs and their executive
teams are often frustrated by the pace of digital
transformation.
Businesses can discover and prototype new
capabilities (including IoT, AI/machine learning, local
app development) without a large up-front investment
or lengthy procurement processes. They can do so via
access to tools and algorithms developed externally in
the ‘ecosystem’ of cloud provider technology partners.
For example, AWS provide pre-trained (out-of-the
box) AI services with on-demand pricing that can be
integrated into applications and workflows. One such
example would be Amazon Lex, which delivers the
capability to easily build conversational chatbots with
Amazon’s Alexa technology.
Businesses can, subject to inter-dependencies with
non-cloud legacy systems, easily ‘spin up’ and ‘close
down’ development testing environments and test and
launch cloud-native applications within hours under
this model.
If businesses want to develop new applications, in
house and/or with technical developer support, they
can test and launch these within weeks.
Resources, which otherwise would have been spent
on buying, installing and configuring hardware and
software can be deployed to build a proof-of-concept.

In developing the business case, organisations
should seek opportunities for where cloud:
X lowers IT costs and increases IT agility
X can improve business agility and speed of release
of business-critical service innovation
X can provide better resilience
X (as a process transformation tool) improves
integration and collaboration across the
organisation
For housing providers, one of the most exciting
benefits of cloud migration is how it can aid ‘service
co-creation’ or ‘user-centric service design’. The ability
to test new approaches to service delivery, modify
them quickly following cloud-enabled customer
consultation and deploy them within weeks means
that housing providers can respond more quickly to
emerging problems before customer patience runs out.
The extent of these business efficiencies will
depend on the:
X readiness of the business to adopt the cloud and
the skills to do so
X active scanning of emerging cloud-based
technologies and new SaaS applications
X effective collaboration between the business
and its IT function to procure or develop new
cloud-based business solutions

In future, as the cloud-native technology market
increases, an increasing number of new technology
solutions will be developed first or only in the cloud.
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3.	Cloud business case:
testing assumptions

If a business is excited or simply intrigued by the
benefits that cloud computing can bring it will
want to test key assumptions in the business case.
Some of these tests will be about the ‘current state’
on premises IT environment, how well it works and
how much it really costs to operate. Other tests
will be about how likely the business is to achieve
the business flexibility and efficiencies identified in
Chapter 2.

This process is often referred to as the ‘discovery
phase’ and involves four introductory steps:
X accommodating the changes in IT accounting
treatment and business processes required to
invest in cloud computing
X reviewing current IT asset usage
ahead of cloud adoption
X comparing the cost and performance of current on
premises IT with that of cloud-based computing
X deciding what IT infrastructure and applications
to prioritise for cloud migration. This is sometimes
referred to as a migration readiness assessment
These actions will also help the business procure
cloud services and undertake the migration of
hardware, systems and data to the cloud.

3.1 Accommodating a different
accounting treatment
Investment in cloud computing will involve a
significant change in IT accounting treatment –
from CAPEX to OPEX.
Cloud procurement largely operates via an OPEX
model. When procuring IaaS, PaaS or SaaS there are
no up-front capital costs. Instead, costs are billed as
revenue on a monthly or annual pay-as-you-go basis.
Cloud services are also often priced by
cloud and managed services providers as
a percentage of IT infrastructure spend and
flexed to reflect the level of support (low touch
or high touch) procured by the client.
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Key accounting differences
Options

Capex
Capital Expenditure

Opex
Operating Expenditure

Definition

Funds spent on acquiring, upgrading or
maintaining fixed assets like land, buildings
and equipment

Expenses incurred through ordinary
business activities such as sales, rent,
inventory costs, marketing, etc.

When paid

Lump sum payment up front
(or financed with extra costs)

Recurring monthly or annual payment

Accounting

Accounted for over a 3 to 5 year
lifespan as the asset depreciates

In the current month or year

Tax treatment Deducted over time as the asset depreciates

Deducted in the current tax year

Listed as

Depreciation, equipment or property

Operating cost/expense

Example

Investing in a new data centre

Software as a service
Infrastructure as a service

Key differences for IT procurement and its operation
CAPEX is not a cost-efficient accounting approach
for investing in IT facilities. It leads to the purchase of
server, data storage and disaster recovery capacity
that isn’t needed today in order to safeguard against
tomorrow’s uncertainties. It encourages housing
providers to enter long-term IT approaches and
vendor contracts that create business dependencies
which are hard to break, limit business agility and
maintain reliance on IT that becomes outdated
or outgrown before it has paid for itself. CAPEX
decisions also involve high-risk, often internally
politicised, discussions and can provide organisations
with paralysis when deciding to commit significant
sums needed. Worst of all, CAPEX lets equipment
dictate business approach, rather than business needs
driving IT infrastructure investment.

The OPEX model can be more cost efficient than
CAPEX, as it allows businesses to:
X scale computing and storage resources
and application development as business
needs fluctuate (no underutilised hardware,
overprovisioning or emergency hardware
purchases)
X more quickly and easily reconfigure existing
and future IT architecture and applications – or
develop new systems - to reflect changes in the
operating environment
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S
 ubstantial
upfront
investment
for
hardware
M
 aintenance
of data centres
B
 etter reporting tools often
available, from a managed
services implementation

Managed services

CAPEX

Entanglement
C
 ostly software
upgrades & licences
P
 rocuring new IT
equipment annually
Individual components
with basic capabilities
D
 owntime losses
N
 o more office space as
you scale up
IT team members are
reactive “fixers”

OPEX

Simplicity and flexibility
P
 redictable monthly or annual fee
E
 nhanced security with
maximum uptime
R
 apid deployment = efficiences
A
 bility to scale with no limitation on
resources
IT team members are proactive
providors of new business solutions
Increased service and support
A
 gility: react quickly to changing
business needs

3.2 Reviewing current IT asset usage
ahead of cloud adoption
Successful transformation to cloud computing
must be undertaken in a structured manner.
For example, it is important to fully understand
current IT usage by the business to ensure
cloud solutions are not adopted in an ad hoc,
tactical manner, resulting in a more complex and
fragmented IT landscape, and increased costs.
As a critical first step, the business needs to gain
key insights into its ‘current state’ IT environment:
X CAPEX depreciation, amortisation and
renewal cycles for hardware and software

X current system usage, data storage requirements
and central processing unit (CPU) usage
compared to planned provision levels
X application interfaces and inter-dependencies
X IOPs (input/output operations per second)
X data storage
X current running costs – including the ‘hidden
costs’ of current ‘on-premises’ provision such as
the requirement to continually upgrade and patch
systems, or tracing unused licenses or applications
X applications that are rarely used and can be retired
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3.3 Comparing the cost of current
on-premises IT with that of
cloud-based computing
The business case should calculate the total cost
of migrating to the cloud - the cost of moving
systems over and the cost of running them in the
cloud after migration - and then compare the total
figure to the cost of keeping systems in-house.
This will require a keen understanding of both the
existing infrastructure and associated costs (the
‘current state’ analysis) and the likely future costs
following cloud adoption (the ‘cloud future’ analysis).
The ‘current state’ analysis involves understanding
total usage of resources to operate current
infrastructure and applications.
Current infrastructure costs should include:
X the run cost of in-house server rooms or
data centres - including management costs,
cooling, backup, power utilisation, floorspace
rental, disaster recovery facilities and so on
X compliance and certification, plus endof-life and decommissioning costs
X actual server utilisation and under-utilisation
X cost of connectivity, such as leased lines
X the number of physical servers, virtual
servers, and details of specifications like
memory and processor configurations
X cost of storage devices used for
database and file stores
X licenses for operating systems (e.g.
Windows), network and IT security products
and IT support management tools
X potential upcoming hardware refresh
plans that could be avoided
X depreciation of physical and
amortisation of intangible IT assets
X in-house and third-party support
costs (and contract termination
costs where appropriate)

Current application costs should include:
X licensing
X in-house support and administration
X third party support
X updates, patching and bug fixes
X application support tools
X integration dependency
The ‘cloud future’ analysis involves estimating
total usage of resources to operate cloud-enabled
infrastructure and applications, with focus on:
X forecasting total use over some time period,
typically a month. In terms of an application,
how many hours will it be running per month?
How much storage will it use? How much
network traffic will be associated with it?
X changing rental rates based on usage tiers. A
gigabyte of storage that costs a certain rate if
total storage used is 10 gigabytes may be less
expensive if total storage used is 10 terabytes
X variable usage patterns — low use for some
periods and very high use for others
Cloud infrastructure costs should include:
X data clean up (though the business
should be doing this anyway)
X cost of migrating data to the cloud
X networking - bandwidth will vary dependent
on how the organisation accesses the cloud
X data egress and ingress transit costs
X administration tools for migrating current
apps into a cloud environment
X data security – testing during
and after migration
X staff - retraining of personnel
X relationship management – cloud
providers and managed services or
technical development partners
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Cloud application costs should include:
X networking - bandwidth to enable
access to hosted applications
X administration apps - for managing
application performance and for
managing integration with other apps
X testing data migration and security
X cost of migrating applications to the
cloud – including licence transferability
and upcoming licence renewals
X application design and
development (where required)

After the cloud goes live, running costs will
depend on several business decisions:
X the choice of cloud provider or managed
services/technical partner and their
respective charging models
X the configuration of the cloud
environment - private cloud, public
cloud, hybrid cloud and multi-cloud
X the number of legacy systems that migrate
to the cloud and those that can be retired
X the extent of procurement of new
cloud-based applications

X licenses for new cloud-based applications

X optimising the use of IT resources
in a cloud environment

Other additional cloud-related
costs should include:

‘Cloud future’ costs can then be compared
to the ‘current state’ environment.

X management of cloud providers
and their partners

X eliminating out-of-budget spending
on cloud applications by removing
‘shadow IT’ from the business

X admin costs of managing monthly
invoices from suppliers (if a public or
hybrid cloud option is selected)
X exit charges for changing cloud service
provider (should it prove necessary)
X further data egress and ingress transit costs
X write-off of existing ICT that will no longer
be required or that will need to be run in
parallel while the migration takes place
The cost of migration needs to be realistically costed
and factored into the ‘cloud future’ calculations.
Migration is likely to be a phased transformation
programme requiring both internal and
external resources (delivery partner and
possibly additional cloud specialists). Costs
for delivery, testing and on-boarding
services into production and training
will need to be accounted for.
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When determining the value for money
of cloud migration, value-added benefits
should be considered, including:
X improved disaster recovery and
business continuity in the cloud
X increased financial efficiency of
IT provision in the cloud
X increased financial efficiency of
business operations in the cloud
X increased staff and customer satisfaction
arising from cloud enabled improvements in
back-office operations and front-line services
The traditional forecasting period of five years
was tied to the lifecycle or depreciation schedule
for hardware. In today’s IT world, cloud providers

suggest that three years is about as far as the
crystal ball can see, as there are too many variables
and emerging technologies. The forecasting term
is critical to any cost-benefit analysis of cloud
adoption. A business case which maps the cost of
cloud against a three-year depreciation cycle looks
more financially compelling than where the client
is depreciating over five, seven or eight years.
Nonetheless, estimation time frames should be:
X long enough to recover the initial cloud
investment, to fully exploit its benefits and to
exit from existing contractual relationships
X short enough to provide reliable and realistic
estimates of future IT capacity requirements

Tools to help define the business case
It can sometimes be viewed as an expensive and
lengthy exercise to conduct a full total cost of
ownership analysis on your current infrastructure
to assess the business case for Cloud migration.
However, there are now many sophisticated tools
available, some totally free of charge, which can
help gather some of the key data required for the
start of a business case. One such tool is TSO Logic

which provides data –driven analysis of total cost of
ownership and cost modelling for your future state
post migration. The tool ingests millions of data points
from your current infrastructure and then creates
a statistical model of compute patterns for all your
operating systems, identifying where you are overprovisioned and highlighting the potential savings
when compared to a Cloud providers platform.
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